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This lecture considers translingualism as a distinct category of multilingualism, “a
significant political-aesthetic formation in U.S. literature” (Juliana Spahr). When
practiced by poets who are first- or second-generation immigrants to America, “codeswitching” often becomes “code-stitching,” as Jahan Ramazani argues, as it attempts
to bring together languages and cultures through an assortment of formal and verbal
effects. However, in poems like Eduardo C. Corral’s “In Colorado My Father Scoured
and Stacked Dishes,” Cathy Park Hong’s “All the Aphrodisiacs,” and poetic
sequences like Mark Nowak’s “The Pain-Dance Begins” (from his book Revenants)
such fusions are not easily attained. While they express and document the legacies of
migration, these poems insist on the incompatibility of languages and cultures, with
non-English elements (Spanish, Korean, Polish) marking spaces of conflict rather than
contact. Through disruption and dissonance, they capture languages themselves in the
not always completed process of migration. Translingualism in contemporary U.S.
poetry is essentially a creative experiment; the prefix “trans” implies a dynamic but
strained relationship with the medium.
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